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Shored-up homes are a common sight
in earthquake-hit Groningen

A condemned and shored-up cafe. Photo: Graham Dockery

For Groningen, the impact of induced earthquakes is a location
specific external force. All in all, for a number of residents the large
scale gas extraction in Groningen has gradually eroded – and
sometimes shockwise shattered – their housing-related wellbeing. In
the worst cases, they have to leave their home for safety reasons.
Others feel trapped in their once cherished properties that no one
wants to take the risk of buying.
Source : Gas production in Groningen, Machiel Mulder and Peter Perey (ed.) Policy
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HOLLAND HAS STOPPED FRACKING

THE SUN

WHAT THE FRACK

Earthquakes threatening the UK fracking
revolution are weaker than a football being
bounced, experts claim
Ministers are being encouraged to loosen 'crazy' rules making a drilling firm
suspend work over the 0.5 threshold, although anything below 2.0 on the
Richter scale is unlikely to be felt at the surface
EXCLUSIVE
By Steve Hawkes, Deputy Political Editor 12.11.2018
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The Guardian 14.11.2018

The Earth is in a death spiral. It
will take radical action to save
us
George Monbiot

It was a moment of the kind that changes lives. At a press conference held by
climate activists Extinction Rebellion last week, two of us journalists pressed the
organisers on whether their aims were realistic. They have called, for example, for
UK carbon emissions to be reduced to net zero by 2025. Wouldn’t it be better, we
asked, to pursue some intermediate aims?
A young woman called xxxx xxxxx stepped forward. She hadn’t spoken before,
but the passion, grief and fury of her response was utterly compelling.

“What is it that you are asking me as a 20-year-old to
face and to accept about my future and my life? … This is
an emergency. We are facing extinction. When you

ask questions like that, what is it you want me to
feel?”

We had no answer.

Oil Change International

How UK Gov. Is Spinning ProShale Science in the Media
Andy Rowell, November 16, 2018

As the UK’s fledgling shale industry lurches from crisis after crisis
concerning public acceptability and causing repeated small
earthquakes, the UK Government last month appointed what it
termed an independent “Shale Gas Commissioner” whose job it is
to listen to the concerns of local residents. But it seems she is
doing anything but.
Drill or Drop?

Don’t relax my safety rules on
fracking earth tremors – former
energy secretary
BY RUTH HAYHURST ON NOVEMBER 15, 2018

In a parliamentary motion, Sir Edward Davey defended the requirement that
fracking companies should pause work if their operations triggered seismic
activity at a level of 0.5ML (local magnitude).
The motion says:
“since fracking was resumed in Lancashire in October 2018, the safety limit
threshold for earthquakes has been breached three times, including one at
Preston New Road that recorded eight times the energy of the 0.5 Red light
magnitude set by the Government”.
It called on the Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
to:
“uphold the present traffic light system requiring any fracking company to
cease fracking after triggering a tremor in excess of 0.5 on the Richter Scale.”

TalkFracking

NEW SHALE GAS “TSAR”
ATTEMPTS TO LOBBY THE MEDIA
ON BEHALF OF FRACKING
INDUSTRY
HTTP://WWW.TALKFRACKING.ORG/FRACKING-NEWS/NEW-SHALE-GAS-TSAR-ATTEMPTS-TOLOBBY-THE-MEDIA-ON-BEHALF-OF-FRACKING-INDUSTRY/

Drill or Drop?

“Overwhelming opposition” to
fracking,
shale gas commissioner told on
visit to Fylde
BY RUTH HAYHURST ON NOVEMBER 16, 2018 •

Communities in Lancashire will never accept fracking, the governmentappointed shale gas commissioner, Natascha Engel, was told during a visit to
Lancashire yesterday.
People living near Cuadrilla’s Preston New Road shale gas site said residents
were being treated as “guinea pigs in a sacrifice zone”. Any potential benefits
would be “far outweighed” by risks to their health and environment and to
climate change, they said.
“We stressed our opposition to plans to frack here on the Fylde and indeed,
anywhere, as the risks, to our health, environment and climate change, far
outweigh potential benefits. We told her our communities are being treated as
guinea pigs in a sacrifice zone for this nascent industry. This is not acceptable
and is detrimental to democratic process.
“We told her in no uncertain terms that communities in Lancashire will never
accept shale gas developments in their midst with the potential risks to health,
the environment and climate change.”

The Independent

We're getting our environmental
priorities wrong – it's about calories, not
climate change
Mark Lopatin

In short, will we be able to feed our kids properly as more extreme
weather becomes the norm?
In July, the European Association of Fruit and Vegetable Processors stated
growing conditions were the most serious experienced in the last 40 years, and that
this was the third year in a row that the sector has faced serious weather-related
issues.
More recently, Irish farmers warned the humble spud could double in price since
the hot weather reduced this year’s crop by a quarter.
This arguably supersedes a 2015 Foreign Office report entitled Extreme weather
and resilience of the global food system, where the authors put forward a
“plausible scenario” headed towards “multiple bread basket failures”. It posits
that failing monsoons in India, an early spring thaw in the Black Sea, a summer
drought in North America and a heatwave in Europe could play havoc with wheat,
maize and rice yields.
Perhaps it’s time to haul environment minister Michael Gove on to The Today
Programme, just to double check that a country that imports over half its food
can ride out such a scenario without invading Spain for its greenhouses?
How does Fracking help this situation ?
Will Fracking go ahead despite warnings from James Hanson and the IPCC?
Will your children understand why, when you are in a position to help
slow climate change, you force Fracking on communities knowing the harm it
would cause to their health and wellbeing, to the environment, biodiversity and
knowing Fracking will accelerate climate change?

The Guardian

Stop biodiversity loss or we could
face our own extinction, warns UN
Jonathan watts 06.11.2018

The world has two years to secure a deal for nature to halt a ‘silent killer’ as
dangerous as climate change, says biodiversity chief
The world must thrash out a new deal for nature in the next two years or humanity
could be the first species to document our own extinction, warns the United Nation’s
biodiversity chief.
The Centre for Biological Diversity

POLLUTING AIR AND WATER, KILLING
WILDLIFE
About 25 percent of fracking chemicals could cause cancer, scientists say. Others harm
the skin or reproductive system. Evidence is mounting throughout the country that
these chemicals — as well as methane released by fracking — are making their way
into aquifers and drinking water.
Fracking can release dangerous petroleum hydrocarbons, including benzene and
xylene. It also increases ground-level ozone levels, raising people's risk of asthma and
other respiratory illnesses.
Wildlife is also in danger. Fish die when fracking fluid contaminates streams and rivers.
Birds are poisoned by chemicals in wastewater ponds. And the intense industrial
development accompanying fracking pushes imperiled animals out of wild areas they
need to survive.

DISRUPTING OUR CLIMATE
Fracking releases large amounts of methane, a dangerously potent greenhouse gas.
Fracked shale gas wells, for example, may have methane leakage rates as high as 7.9
percent, which would make such natural gas worse for the climate than coal. But
fracking also threatens our climate in another way.
To prevent catastrophic climate change, we must leave about 80 percent of proven
fossil fuel reserves in the ground. Fracking takes us in the opposite direction,
opening up vast new deposits of fossil fuels.
If the fracking boom continues, oil and gas companies will light the fuse on a
carbon bomb that will shatter efforts to avert climate chaos.

Indigenous life movement
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